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Abstract
Dolichoarteriopathies of the internal carotid artery (DICAs) are not uncommon, and although
several studies have investigated DICAs, several questions regarding the etiology and best
management course for DICAs remain unanswered. It is also difficult to correlate the occurrence
of DICAs with the onset of clinical symptoms. Therefore, we surveyed the literature in PubMed
and performed a review of DICAs to offer a comprehensive picture of our understanding of
DICAs. We found that DICAs can be classified into three types, specifically tortuous, coiling and
kinking, and are not associated with atherosclerotic risk factors. Cerebral hemodynamic changes
are mainly associated with the degree of bending of DICAs. DICAs can result in symptoms of the
brain and eyes due to insufficient blood supply and can co-occur with a pulsatile cervical mass, a
pharyngeal bulge and pulsation. The diagnostic tools for the assessment of DICAs include Doppler
ultrasonography, computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance angiography
(MRA) and digital subtraction angiography (DSA), and although DSA remains the gold standard,
Doppler ultrasonography is a convenient method that provides useful data for the morphological
evaluation of DICAs. CTA and MRA are efficient methods for detecting the morphology of the
cervical segment of DICAs. Some DICAs should be treated surgically based on certain indications,
and several methods, including correcting the bending or shortening of DICAs, have been
developed for the treatment of DICAs. The appropriate treatment of DICAs results in good
outcomes and is associated with low morbidity and mortality rates. However, despite the success
of surgical reconstruction, an appropriate therapeutic treatment remains a subject of numerous
debates due to the lack of multicentric, randomized, prospective studies.
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1. Introduction
Dolichoarteriopathies of the internal carotid
artery (DICAs), which seldom involve the external
carotid artery, can be divided into three types:
tortuous, coiling and kinking [1]. DICAs are not
uncommon because they occur in 10-25% of the
population [1, 2]. In a large study of 1220 Italian
subjects examined by Pellegrino et al. in 1998, 316
presented with DICA, corresponding to an incidence
rate of 25.9%, indicating that the reported DICA
incidence rates are consistent [3]. Little is known
regarding the natural history and clinical course of

DICAs because some DICAs are not associated with
any symptoms and present with a benign natural
history. In this case, operative intervention is rarely
required, and conservative treatment can be
administered. However, other DICAs can be disabling
or even fatal and thus require surgical treatment to
prevent occlusion of the ICA [4-6]. Many doubts
remain regarding the etiology and best course of
management for DICAs because it is difficult to
correlate DICAs with the onset of clinical symptoms
[7, 8]. Therefore, we surveyed the studies on PubMed
http://www.medsci.org
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and performed a review of DICAs to offer a
comprehensive picture of our understanding of
DICAs.

2. Definition
The cervical portion of the ICA has two points of
fixation, specifically at the bifurcation and at the entry
into the pyramid bone, and DICAs can occur if the
vessel is longer than the distance between these two
points [9, 10]. DICAs are characterized by anomalous
elongation. Metz et al. (1961) and Weibel et al. (1965)
classified DICAs into three types, namely tortuous,
coiling and kinking [11-13]. (i) The tortuosity was
subclassified into elongation, redundancy and
undulation depending on whether the ICA develops
one or more loops and assumes an "S" or "C" shape. In
some cases, the tortuous type includes the coiling or
kinking types. (ii) Coiling is characterized by
elongation of the ICA in a restricted space, which
causes tortuosity and results in a "C", "S", or "U" shape
or a circular (or double circular) configuration. (iii)
Kinking is the most frequent morphological anomaly
and presents as a variant of coiling. In addition,
kinking presents as a sharp angulation of the first
portion of the ICA. The different types of DICAs are
shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, according to Metz et al., kinking
can be divided into three grades. Grade I abnormality
indicates an acute angle of 90°-60° between the two
segments forming the kink, grade II indicates an angle
of 60°-30°, and grade III indicates an angle less than
30° [13-16]. The grades of kinking are shown in Figure
2. Kinking and coiling can transition into other DICA
types depending on the imaging projection, and
mixed forms of DICAs can occur. In addition, the
amount of kinking or coiling can be decreased or
increased by the position of the head [17].

Figure 1. Types of DICAs. A: Tortuous, B: Coiling, C: Kinking. CCA:
common carotid artery, ECA: external carotid artery, ICA: internal carotid
artery

3. Hemodynamics
DICAs can reduce the blood supply to the brain
through decreases in blood pressure, which often do
not lead to cerebral ischemia due to compensation of
the self-regulatory mechanism in the cerebral blood
supply. However, when the self-regulatory
mechanism is weakened or decompensation occurs
due to factors such as atherosclerosis, hypertension,
diabetes or old age, cerebral ischemia can occur [18,
19]. In fact, cerebral ischemia from DICAs occurs
through two mechanisms: a thromboembolic
mechanism from endothelial lesions due to changes in
the local flow at the site of arterial bending, and a
hemodynamic mechanism that plays an important
role under both neutral and dynamic conditions [20].

Figure 2. Grades of kinking. A: Grade I, B: Grade II, C: Grade III.

The cerebral hemodynamic changes are mainly
associated with the degree of bending of DICAs. The
blood flow can be reduced by more than 40% with an
ICA angle of 60° and by more than 60% with an ICA
angle of 30° [21]. In addition, Kaplan et al. (2013)
found that hemodynamic alterations depend more on
the internal surface of the vascular wall in vessels
http://www.medsci.org
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with a smooth turn angle of 90°, and that the blood
flow might decrease significantly when the DICA is
associated with intimal proliferation, atherosclerotic
plaque and stenosis. In vessels with an angle of less
than 90°, the cerebral hemodynamic reduction mainly
depends on the value of the angle of a smooth turn
[22].
In addition, in DICAs, transient hypotension,
such as that occurring during sleep, upon neck
extension or bending or a during turning the head
from side to side, can make the ICA collapse at the
point of maximal angulation and reduce the blood
flow to cause cerebral ischemia [20, 23]. If the DICAs
are associated with aneurysms, the cerebral
hemodynamics can become more complex [24-26].

4. Pathogenesis
Extracranial ICA is a segment of transition
between the elastic vessel of the common carotid
artery and the muscular vessel of the intracranial ICA,
and DICAs might occur when the extracranial ICA
displays metaplastic transformation [27]. However,
the etiology of metaplastic transformation remains
controversial. Many factors, including embryological
maldevelopment and age-related loss of elasticity in
the vessel wall, are involved in DICAs [28, 29].
However, the loss of elasticity is not synchronous.
Greater elongation of the muscular layer of the ICA
compared with the adventitia results in bending of the
artery, including tortuosity and stenosis [30].

4.1 Risk factors
DICAs are theoretically associated with
atherosclerotic risk factors, including hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia, diabetes mellitus and cigarette
smoking. [31-35]. However, some studies have found
that these cardiovascular atherosclerotic risk factors
do not occur more frequently in patients with DICAs
than in patients without DICAs; therefore, the role of
hypertension or other cardiovascular risk factors in
the genesis of DICAs remains unknown [36-38]. In
addition, myointimal thickness and carotid plaques
do not show any significant bilateral differences
compared with monolateral DICAs [39].

4.2 Acquired factors
ICAs become elongated and tortuous with
advancing age, and age is thus considered an
acquired risk factor for DICA. One of the reasons for
this finding is that the heart and major vessels can be
dislocated and lifted slightly with increasing age, and
the ICAs thus elongate and kink to adapt to the
anatomical changes [40]. In addition, with increasing
age, the bulb diameter, tortuosity and bifurcation
angle increase in non-diseased carotid arteries due to
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the degradation and fragmentation of intramural
elastin [41]. Moreover, another risk factor is the
decreased height of the vertebral body and discs with
advancing age, which results in shortening of the neck
[42]. In addition, obesity can result in remodeling of
the carotid arteries [43].
In addition to age, many other acquired risk
factors can cause ICA tortuosity, including cervical
radiation and carotid artery dissection. Cervical
radiation can induce changes in ICA tissue and can
result in anatomical distortion [44]. In addition,
DICAs might be associated with carotid artery
dissection [45, 46], which might occur due to impaired
endothelial-dependent vasodilation [47]. For instance,
Saba et al. (2015) studied the association between ICA
dissection and arterial tortuosity and found that the
presence of kinking and coiling are morphological
manifestations associated with ICA dissection [48]. In
addition, increased blood flow is associated with the
degree of tortuosity of the cervical segment of ICAs.
Hamada et al. (1997) found that the tortuosity of the
ICA is severe in large AVMs [49].

4.3 Congenital factors
Congenital factors can contribute to the
development of DICAs. A study examining their
prevalence among newborn infants, children,
adolescents and adults showed that DICAs might
have an embryological origin, and this observation is
supported by a lack of correlation with cardiovascular
risk factors [50]. The co-occurrence of DICAs and
other anatomical variations also suggests that DICAs
might have a congenital cause [51].

(1) Genetic disease
Embryological maldevelopment could be
involved in the development of DICAs. For instance,
Voevoda et al. (2012) reported an association between
the A80807T polymorphism of the transcription factor
Sp4 and pathological tortuosity of ICAs [52]. In
addition, in some familial diseases, the ICA can
demonstrate signs of DICAs. For instance, Zaidi et al.
(2005) described a family that exhibited arterial
tortuosity syndrome. The ICA showed tortuosity, and
the affected family members included in the study
displayed homozygosity for markers located at
chromosome 20q13 [53]. The identification of genes
involved in the development of DICAs will continue
as more studies are performed. In 2016, Arslan et al.
found that MMP-2 might be an etiological factor
involved in the development of DICAs [54].

(2) Combination with other congenital diseases
Fibromuscular
dysplasia
(FMD)
might
genetically predispose patients to DICAs. For
instance, Paltseva et al. (2015) found that ICA walls
http://www.medsci.org
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with pathological tortuosity are observed in FMD
patients and present with impaired vascular elastic
properties due to the destruction of elastic fibers and a
decreased abundance of smooth muscle cells, which
result in the enhancement of MMP-9 activity and the
induction of tissue matrix degradation [55]. This
study demonstrated that the pathological changes
associated with FMD could result in DICAs. Ballotta
et al. (2005) analyzed 78 elongated carotid arteries
with coiling or kinking and found atypical and typical
patterns of FMD; the authors concluded that FMD
might play an important role in the development of
DICAs [56]. In addition, Sethi et al. (2014) confirmed a
significantly higher prevalence of “S”-curve DICAs in
FMD patients [57].
In addition to FMD, strong associations between
DICAs and abdominal aortic aneurysms have been
reported. For instance, a study conducted in 1999
found that degenerative dysplastic changes could be
observed in the tunica media in all DICA specimens
from patients with aortic aneurysms. These results
suggest that a primary arterial disorder of the tunica
media could serve as the basis for both conditions [4].
Other rare abnormalities could also be present; for
instance, bilateral eagle syndrome with associated
ICA kinking and significant stenosis can occur [58]. In
addition, arterial tortuosity and ICA aneurysms can
occur in the case of Loeys-Dietz syndrome type IB
with mutation p.R537P in the TGFBR2 gene [59].
These observations support a congenital origin of at
least some DICAs.
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insufficient blood supply [17, 19, 61]. Of the DICA
types, the coiling type is not considered a risk factor
for ischemic events due to its weak association with
symptoms. The kinking type, even if not associated
with atherosclerotic plaques of the carotid bifurcation,
might be associated with symptoms [30], which most
commonly appear due to transitory hypotension
during sleep or sudden and extreme movement of the
head and neck [20, 23].

(1) Cerebrovascular insufficiency and ischemia

5. Clinical manifestation

DICAs can cause cerebrovascular insufficiency
that produces dyscirculatory encephalopathy, vertigo,
diplopia, transitory ischemic attacks or infarction [28,
62, 63]. The III-IV grades of cerebrovascular
insufficiency tend to produce symptoms [17].
Hemispheric symptoms might be caused by DICAs
through
thromboembolic
or
hemodynamic
mechanisms, particularly when kinking is combined
with carotid stenosis [64]. In rare conditions, kinking
can also cause carotid occlusion. For instance,
Brachlow et al. (1992) reported that in a 30-year-old
man with carotid kinking who underwent a
craniotomy for glioblastoma, head rotation associated
with the operation resulted in carotid occlusion and
cerebral ischemia, which culminated in brain death
during the postoperative period [65]. In addition,
among children, coiling is often the reason for
reduced cognitive capacity, slow neuropsychological
development and focal or grand mal convulsions [66].
However, rotation of the head and neck has no
significant influence on the intracranial blood flow in
a tortuous ICA [67].

5.1 General characteristics

(2) Ocular vascular insufficiency

In DICAs, kinking is more common than
tortuosity and coiling. Females are predominantly
affected by kinking and coiling, whereas the two sexes
are equally affected by tortuosity. The incidence rate
of DICAs increases with increasing age, and the
incidence of ICA tortuosity is high in the elderly,
particularly in patients older than 70 years [3, 36].
DICAs can occur as bilateral and unilateral lesions,
but unilateral lesions are more common and are most
frequently located in the lower half of the ICA.
Approximately 75% of morphological abnormalities
are localized 2-4 cm proximal to the carotid
bifurcation [39, 60].

The ophthalmic artery is the first branch of the
intracranial ICA and plays an important role in the
ocular blood supply. DICAs can result in ocular
vascular
insufficiency,
resulting
in
visual
impairments. The onset patterns of these symptoms
can be divided into transient, acute and chronic
patterns, which include amaurosis fugax, uveitis,
retinal and ocular neuropathy. [68, 69]. Of these
symptoms, amaurosis fugax and macular dystrophy
show the highest frequency [69].

5.2 Symptoms resulting from an insufficient
blood supply
DICAs can result in symptoms of the brain and
eyes due to an insufficient blood supply, but not all
DICAs can produce these clinical symptoms because
DICAs account for 4%-20% of cases with an

5.3 Symptoms resulting from the mass effect
DICAs can be present with a pulsatile cervical
mass [70, 71]. For instance, Zheng et al. (2007)
reported an asymptomatic submandibular mass, and
computed tomography angiography showed a kinked
ICA with a "U" shape [42]. Extremely tortuous DICAs
can divert their route into the pharyngeal wall and
narrow pyriform sinus, which results in the DICAs
presenting with a pharyngeal bulge and pulsation [9,
72]. Therefore, awareness of DICAs is very important
http://www.medsci.org
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during pharyngeal surgical procedures because
inadvertent injury or ligation of a tortuous cervical
ICA during procedures for the treatment of
peritonsillar
abscesses,
adenoid
surgery
or
tonsillectomy can result in serious complications,
including massive hemorrhage [6, 73-75]. In addition
to pharyngeal bulge and pulsation, DICAs can
co-occur with pharyngeal foreign body sensation and
odynophagia [76]. Persistent obstructive sensation in
the throat and dyspnea might occur, and these
symptoms are caused by a narrow pharyngeal space
resulting from ICA tortuosity [77]. In addition,
bilateral tortuosity of the ICA can affect the
pharyngeal wall and could be a cause of snoring [78].

5.4 Other symptoms
(1) Pulsatile tinnitus
According to the vessel of origin, pulsatile
tinnitus can be classified as arterial or venous [79].
Occasionally, DICAs can present with arterial
pulsatile tinnitus when these abnormalities occur
close to the cranium base. For instance, Sismanis et al.
(2008) described three patients with head bruit or
objective tinnitus. All of these patients were found to
have tortuosities of the ICA below the cranium base,
and one of the patients also had a coiling ICA [80].

(2) Hemilingual spasm
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of 1220 DICAs imaged by color Doppler
ultrasonography, and the authors showed the validity
of this method [3]. Because coiling and kinking of the
ICA can produce luminal narrowing, which could
lead to turbulent blood flow, Doppler scanning can be
performed to judge the rectilinearity of the ICA after
surgery and easily observe the blood flow turbulence
[83]. Therefore, Doppler ultrasonography is useful for
obtaining hemodynamic information and for
performing DICA functional studies.

6.2 CTA and MRA
CTA is used to detect the morphology of the
cervical segment of ICAs and can even be used to
diagnose some microaneurysms [84]. Moreover, 3D
image reconstruction of CTAs is a more effective
means of classifying morphological variations of the
ICA and for detecting ICA abnormalities; therefore,
this method can be used to reduce the risk of serious
complications during neck surgery [85, 86]. In
addition to CTA, MRA is another useful non-invasive
method for diagnosing DICAs [87]. For instance,
Tomiya et al. (1995) performed MRA in 13 patients
with DICAs and obtained very clear images of ICA
tortuosity. Contrast MRA was often more effective for
the diagnosis of DICAs [77]. Therefore, MRA is
considered a good choice for the diagnosis of DICAs
[88-90].

ICA tortuosity could stretch the hypoglossal
nerve and produce clinical symptoms. For instance,
Heckmann et al. (2005) described a 59-year-old
woman who presented with paroxysmal spasms of
the left side of her tongue and concluded that the
symptoms were due to compression resulting from
ICA tortuosity [81]. These symptoms are similar to
intracranial trigeminal neuralgia, glossopharyngeal
neuralgia and hemifacial spasm, and ICA
compression induced focal demyelination with
consequent ectopic excitation and hyperactivity of the
hypoglossal nerve [82].

6.3 DSA

6. Image examination

DICAs, particularly the kinking type, can result
in decreased cerebral perfusion, and this effect has
been confirmed by nuclear medicine examinations.
For instance, Trackler et al. (1974) administered
99mTc-pertechnetate in an intravenous bolus to a
patient with recurrent hemiparesis associated with
kinking of the ICA and found diminished cerebral
perfusion [93]. Thus, the perfusion of blood flow
examinations is significant, and these results suggest
that CT perfusion, MR perfusion and SPECT analyses
are useful and convenient methods.

At present, several imaging techniques,
including Doppler ultrasonography, computed
tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance
angiography (MRA) and digital subtraction
angiography (DSA), can be used as diagnostic tools
for the assessment of DICAs.

6.1 Doppler ultrasonography
Doppler ultrasonography is a non-invasive,
easily repeatable and rapid diagnostic imaging
technique that can provide useful data for the
morphological evaluation of DICAs. For instance,
Pellegrino et al. performed an epidemiological study

DSA remains the gold standard for the diagnosis
of cervical and intracranial vessel diseases [91]. For
DICAs, DSA can provide hemodynamic data and can
show the morphology of DICAs in detail. The 3D
reconstruction obtained through DSA can provide
additional information about DICAs [92]. However,
DSA cannot show the pathological changes of the
arterial wall of DICAs, which requires CTA or MRA
imaging.

6.4 Examination of cerebral perfusion

7. Therapeutic methods
Some DICAs, particularly symptomatic kinking
http://www.medsci.org
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DICAs, should be treated surgically [94, 95]. Some
patients can die from a major stroke due to occlusions
resulting from DICAs that are not surgically corrected
[4]. In addition, the management of some
asymptomatic DICAs with pathological kinking can
prevent ischemic stroke [96]. Gavrilenko et al. (2012)
performed a comparison of surgical and conservative
treatments for the pathological kinking of ICA and
found that surgical management of the pathological
kinking of the ICA is an effective method for
preventing
progression
of
cerebrovascular
insufficiency [97]. In addition, the reconstructive
operations are more effective when pathological
tortuosity of the ICA is combined with atherosclerotic
stenosis [94, 98].
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the ICA by suturing and ICA dilatation by
patch-grafting [103-105].

7.1 Therapeutic indications
The indications for DICA surgical intervention
are determined based on the degree of insufficient
blood supply, the hemodynamic significance of
pathological tortuosity and the presence of intimal
proliferation in the zone of maximal bending [99, 100].
Gavrilenko et al. (2014) proposed therapeutic
indications for DICAs in detail: (i) ICA stenosis ≥ 60%
with atherosclerotic plaques and any degree of
cerebrovascular insufficiency; (ii) ICA stenosis < 60%
with atherosclerotic plaques, a moderate to severe
degree
of
cerebrovascular
insufficiency
in
combination with either "S"- or "C"-shaped DICAs, a
linear blood flow rate ≥ 110 cm/s and a turbulent
blood flow [98].
In addition, the fact that the ICA/common
carotid artery velocity ratio is greater than 2 is
significant [101, 102]. Moreover, reports have
suggested that absolute indications for operative
intervention in patients with ICAs with pathological
tortuosity comprise coiling and kinking with a linear
blood velocity higher than 180 cm/s [86]. However,
surgical indications for DICAs remain controversial.
For instance, some studies concluded that there is no
evidence to support extension of this surgical
indication to asymptomatic patients with carotid
kinking [101].

7.2 Surgical treatment
There are several methods for the treatment of
DICAs, and most of these correct the bending and
shortening of the ICA. ICA shortening can restore
normal brain blood flow to prevent cerebrovascular
insufficiency, and these procedures include
end-to-end anastomosis with resection of the
excessive ICA, carotid endarterectomy (CEA) with or
without resection of the excessive ICA, in situ
reimplantation of the ICA by grafting, shortening of

Figure 3. Surgical correction of the bending of DICAs. A: Preoperation,
B: Postoperation.

(1) Changing the bending of DICAs
If the curve of DICAs can be corrected, the blood
flow from the ICA to the brain and eyes might
increase. In these instances, arteriotomy might not be
needed. Several methods have been described to
address this issue. Székely et al. (2001) described a
method for treating kinking. First, the carotid
bifurcation and the anterior portion of the digastric
muscle are exposed, and the ICA is then mobilized,
which might result in disappearance of the ventral
and lateral bends. Finally, the tendon of the digastric
muscle is sectioned next to the hyoid bone. The ICA is
positioned lateral to the muscle, and the digastric
muscle is then repaired with sutures behind the vessel
[106]. In another technique reported in 1951, Riser et
al. used a piece of the sheath of the
sternocleidomastoid muscle to correct the vessel,
which proved effective and resulted in improvement
of the patient’s clinical symptoms [107]. This
technique is shown in Figure 3.

(2) End-to-end anastomosis
End-to-end reconstruction is a good choice for
some DICAs, but treatment grouping is necessary. In
2012, Dadashov et al. divided the treatment of ICA
kinking into two groups: type I-pathological kinking
http://www.medsci.org
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without intimal proliferation and type II-pathological
kinking with intimal proliferation. The operation for
type I involves resection of the ICA with
reimplantation into the native vascular bed, whereas
the operation for type II patients involves resection of
the kinking area of the ICA with end-to-end
anastomosis to remove the septal portion [99]. In type
II kinking, the ICA is often transected at the origin
and shortened by reimplantation on the bulb [101]. In
addition, in cases in which significant ICA stenosis
and kinking coexist, resection of the involved segment
with end-to-end anastomosis of the posterior wall
combined with patch angioplasty using the resected
autogenous arterial segment constitutes a convenient
and satisfactory reconstruction method [108]. In some
cases, repairing the patch is necessary. This technique
is illustrated in Figure 4.
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(3) End-to-side reimplantation
Caudal end-to-side reimplantation of the ICA to
the common carotid artery or the external carotid
artery is an ideal operation for DICAs. Ballotta et al.
(2005) described this procedure. First, the ICA is first
transected at the bulb with an incision almost
longitudinal to the common carotid artery.
Subsequently, after straightening and dilating the
ICA, a large, matching elliptic longitudinal window is
cut in the lateral wall of the common carotid artery at
the level of the reimplantation site, and the ICA is
then reimplanted in the common carotid artery caudal
end-to-side [56]. In some cases, the external artery is a
good choice, particularly when kinking covers a
substantial segment of the ICA. The diseased arterial
segment is resected, and the distal ICA is
reconstructed by transposition with side-to-end
anastomosis onto the external carotid artery [101].
This technique is shown in Figure 5.

(4) CEA with a patch

Figure 4. End-to-end anastomosis of DICAs. A: Preoperation, B:
ICA-to-bulb anastomosis to shorten the ICA, C: End-to-end anastomosis to
shorten the ICA.

CEA can correct ICA kinking in symptomatic
cases and prevent ischemic stroke [1]. Poorthuis et al.
(2014) described this technique and referred to it as
“posterior transverse plication”. After performing
CEA, sutures are placed in the longitudinal direction
at the edges of the arteriotomy to create a posterior
pouch, which is closed by continuous sutures that are
tied outside of the ICA. The lateral remainders are
then closed, and the arteriotomy is closed with a
patch, which straightens the ICA [109]. This
technique, which was described as the “common
carotid
artery
imbrication”
technique
by
Falkensammer et al. in 2007, is similar to the
“posterior transverse plication” technique. The
difference between these two techniques is that the
posterior wall of the common carotid artery is also
subjected to imbrication [110]. This technique is
shown in Figure 6.

(5) Eversion CEA with resection of excess ICA
For pathological tortuosity of the ICA combined
with atherosclerotic stenosis, eversion CEA with
resection of the excess ICA is a good choice. For this
technique, the ICA is reimplanted into the ostium [98].
Microaneurysms present in the ICA wall can be
managed by resection of the arterial portion with
patch repair or by transposing the artery into the
previous ostium [83]. For cases of ICA kinking
combined with stenosis, eversion CEA with resection
of the ICA is optimal [111]. If closing the carotid artery
proves difficult, patch angioplasty could be necessary
[112]. This technique is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 5. End-to-side reimplantation. A: Preoperation, B: End-to-side
CCA, C: End-to-side ECA.

http://www.medsci.org
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Figure 6. Carotid endarterectomy with a patch. A: Preoperation, B:
“Common carotid artery imbrication” technique.
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Figure 8. Bypass grafting. A: Preoperation, B: Postoperation.

(6) Bypass grafting
If transposition is not feasible, bypass grafting is
the last resort and can be performed using the
autogenous greater saphenous vein as the bypass
conduit. During this procedure, the kinked ICA is
resected, and a common-to-internal carotid
saphenous graft is inserted. An artificial blood vessel
can be considered an alternative conduit if the
saphenous vein is unavailable [101]. This technique is
shown in Figure 8.

7.3 Carotid angioplasty and stenting

Figure 7. Eversion CEA with resection of the excess ICA. A:
Intraoperation, B: Postoperation.

Carotid artery stenting (CAS) has become a
major therapeutic option for symptomatic carotid
stenosis, and the role of CAS in the management of
severe vessel elongation and kinking is unclear,
although it might be feasible in select cases [113-115].
For instance, Wang et al. (2011) treated 12 patients
with symptomatic CAS and kinking, and the
placement of 14 self-expandable stents reduced the
mean degree of stenosis from 85.6% before CAS to
11.2% after CAS. The angle of kinking was improved
from less than 90° to more than 120°, and no incidents
of perioperative procedure-related stroke or transient
ischemic attack occurred [64]. In addition, for
dissection of the cervical ICA associated with tortuous
tonsillar loop anatomy, the ICA can be safely and
effectively recanalized using CAS, with a high
long-term patency rate and low rate of procedural
risks [116].
http://www.medsci.org
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Table 1. Outline and key points of DICAs
Outline

Key points

Introduction

DICAs occur in 10-25% of the population. In a large study of 1220 Italian subjects examined by Pellegrino et al. in 1998, 316
presented with DICA, corresponding to an incidence rate of 25.9%.
Definition
Metz et al. (1961) and Weibel et al. (1965) classified DICAs into three types, namely tortuous, coiling and kinking. Furthermore,
according to Metz et al., kinking can be divided into three grades, Grade I-III.
Hemodynamics
The cerebral hemodynamic changes are mainly associated with the degree of the bending of DICAs, and cerebral hemodynamic
reduction mainly depends on the value of the angle of a smooth turn.
Pathogenesis
DICAs are not associated with atherosclerotic risk factors, including hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes mellitus and
cigarette smoking. Many factors, including embryological maldevelopment and age-related loss of elasticity in the vessel wall, are
involved in DICAs.
Clinical manifestation DICAs can result in symptoms of the brain and eyes due to insufficient blood supply, but not all DICAs can produce these clinical
symptoms because DICAs account for 4%-20% of cases of insufficient blood supply. DICAs can present with a pulsatile cervical
mass, a pharyngeal bulge and pulsation. Occasionally, DICAs can present with arterial pulsatile tinnitus hemilingual spasms.
Image examination
Doppler ultrasonography, CTA, MRA and DSA can be used as diagnostic tools for the assessment of DICAs. Doppler
ultrasonography is a non-invasive, easily repeatable and rapid diagnostic imaging technique that can provide useful data for the
morphological evaluation of DICAs. CTA and MRA are very competent for detecting the morphology of the cervical segment of
the ICA. DSA remains the gold standard for the diagnosis of cervical and intracranial vessel diseases. However, DSA cannot show
the pathological changes of the arterial wall of DICAs. Sometimes, the examination of cerebral perfusion is useful.
Therapeutic indications Gavrilenko et al. (2014) proposed therapeutic indications for DICAs in detail: (i) ICA stenosis ≥ 60% with atherosclerotic plaques
and with any degree of cerebrovascular insufficiency; (ii) ICA stenosis < 60% with atherosclerotic plaques, a moderate to severe
degree of cerebrovascular insufficiency in combination with either "S"- or "C"-shaped DICAs, a linear blood flow rate ≥ 110 cm/s
and a turbulent blood flow. In addition, the finding that the ICA/common carotid artery velocity ratio is greater than 2 is
significant.
Therapeutic methods
Several methods have been developed for the treatment of DICAs, and these include changing the bending of DICAs, end-to-end
anastomosis, end-to-side reimplantation, CEA with a patch, eversion CEA with resection of the excess ICA, bypass grafting and
carotid angioplasty and stenting. According to the type of DICAs, different surgical methods can be selected.
Prognosis and
Anatomical reconstruction together with correction and elimination of the affected segments of the ICA might prevent progressive
complications
cerebrovascular symptoms and is associated with low morbidity and mortality rates. The appropriate treatment of DICAs can
effectively prevent ischemic stroke. Moreover, many complications can accompany the treatment of DICAs.
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8. Prognosis and complications
8.1 Prognosis
The appropriate treatments for DICAs can result
in good outcomes. Anatomical reconstruction
together with correction and elimination of the
affected segments of the ICA might prevent
progressive cerebrovascular symptoms and is
associated with low morbidity and mortality rates
[117]. For instance, Dadashov et al. (2012) treated a
total of 105 patients with pathological kinking of the
ICA through a total of 117 reconstructive operations
and obtained good outcomes [99], and better results
were observed in patients subjected to eversion CEA
with resection of the excess ICA [98]. The end-to-side
reimplantation of symptomatic isolated carotid
elongations with coiling or kinking is effective for
stroke prevention [56]. Other surgical procedures
consisting of shortening of and reimplantation in the
common carotid artery, bypass grafting and
transposition into the external carotid artery are also
associated with good outcomes [118].
The appropriate treatment for DICAs can
effectively prevent ischemic stroke [83]. For instance,
Wiechowski et al. (1988) performed surgery on 10
kinking and nine loop DICAs that coincided with
transient ischemic attacks, reversible stroke and
completed stroke and reported no postoperative
neurological complications. Follow-up studies during
a period of 1 to 6 years revealed no recurrence of

cerebral ischemia [119]. In addition, reconstructive
operations of DICAs can increase cerebral blood flow
and improve cognitive functions [86]. Similar to
cerebrovascular insufficiency, ocular ischemia can be
resolved by surgical intervention [69, 120].

8.2 Complications
Arteriotomies for the treatment of DICAs have
numerous risks and complications, including
narrowing of the lumen, impatency of the suture and
postoperative occlusion caused by mural thrombosis
because the endarterectomized section of the ICA is
thrombogenic, and shortening of the desobstructed
part of the ICA might reduce the risk of thrombosis
[121]. For instance, Gavrilenko et al. (2014) reported
one patient who developed thrombosis of the
reconstruction
zone
with
development
of
ischemic-type acute cerebral circulation impairment
[98]. In addition, postoperative restenosis can occur.
For instance, in a study conducted by Illuminati et al.
in 2008, six patients developed restenosis of the ICA
after bypass grafting, shortening angioplasty and
transposition of the ICA onto the ECA [101].
In addition to ischemic complications, rare late
infections can occur following the arteriotomy of
DICAs. For instance, Petar et al. (2010) described a
patient who experienced bilateral ICA reconstruction
to resolve ICA kinking, and after five years, the
patient became partially symptomatic, showing signs
of dizziness, vertigo and visible bilateral neck
pulsatile masses. In this case, the final treatment was
http://www.medsci.org
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surgery and aneurysmal sac resection followed by
end-to-end arterial reconstruction. Staphylococcus
aureus from a right-sided wound was cultured,
antibiotics were administered, and a good outcome
was obtained [122]. In summary, many complications
can accompany the treatment of DICAs.

9. Summary
DICAs are not uncommon ICA diseases and can
be classified by their tortuosity, coiling and kinking.
Due to blood flow reduction, DICAs can result in
symptoms of the brain and eyes due to insufficient
blood supply. In addition, DICAs can be present with
a pharyngeal bulge and pulsation. The diagnostic
tools for DICAs include Doppler ultrasonography,
CTA, MRA and DSA. Some DICAs, particularly those
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with symptomatic kinking, should be treated
surgically, and the appropriate treatments for DICAs
have their own surgical indications. Several methods,
including correction of the bending of ICAs and
shortening of ICAs, have been developed for the
treatment of DICAs. The appropriate treatments for
DICAs can result in good outcomes and are associated
with low morbidity and mortality rates. However,
despite the success of surgical reconstruction, an
appropriate therapeutic treatment remains the subject
of numerous debates due to the lack of multicentric,
randomized and prospective studies. Here, we
provide a typical case of DICA in which end-to-end
anastomosis to shorten the ICA was performed. This
case is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Images of a typical case. A-B: MRI showed infarction of the right hemisphere, C: Perfusion MRI showed a reduction of cerebral blood flow in the right
hemisphere, D-F: The CTA showed bilateral kinkings, and the right one was serious. G-H: The Doppler ultrasound showed that the proximal blood flow of the right
ICA kinking was 48.7 cm/s, and the distal blood flow was 105.8 cm/s, I-J: The operation showed that the kinking was removed, and end-to-end anastomosis was
performed to shorten the ICA. K-L: The intraoperative DSA showed that the ICA recovered its normal shape.
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